
Can you match the three articles (“The Firestarters”, 
“Let’s Play” and “Planning for the Future”) with 
the statements 1–8? Some statements might be 
used for more than one article.

The Firestarters (F) Let’s Play (L) Planning for 
the Future (P)

Which article speaks about...

1 … a special play area for birds? 
F  L  P 

2 … bird behaviour that causes problems? 
 F  L  P

3 … a test that is difficult for kids? 
 F  L  P

4 … a strategy that helps birds get food? 
 F  L  P

5 … experts not being sure how to explain 
certain bird behaviour? 
 F  L  P

6 … knowledge from the distant past? 
 F  L  P

7 … a scientific experiment? 
 F  L  P

8 … a natural disaster? 
 F  L  P
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Every Teachers’ File (TF) – Activity Tips contains exercises based 
on the articles in the magazine and songs.
The Recording Scripts can be downloaded from the website 
www.bridge-online.cz once you register with the password: secret.
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SPEAkingT

Discuss
•	 Do you think your country’s society is divided by class? 

What classes are there in your country? Would you say your 
society is more similar the US or the UK in this way?

•	 how important is social class in your country? What effect 
does class have on people’s lives? Do you think other things 
are more important (e.g. education, where you are from)? 

•	 read this short text on one theory of class: 

class is a combination of three different things: economic 
capital (how much money you have), social capital (family, 
connections, who you know) and cultural capital (education, 
accent and style of speech, etc.). The importance of these 

different parts varies in different classes and in different 
cultures. in some cultures, for example “who you know” 
(a form of social capital) is more important than “what you 
know” (cultural capital). in others, how much money you are 
worth (economic capital) is much more relevant than how you 
dress or how you speak (social capital).

Which are most and least important in your own culture? To 
help you think about this, imagine you have 100 points. You can 
split them between economic, social and cultural capital based 
on how important they are. Share your ideas with a partner and 
discuss your reasons.

Class in the US and UK pp. 8–9

Working with a partner, discuss the following questions. 

1 Why don’t motion capture actors wear costumes and makeup?

2 Why does the camera only see dots, not the body of the actor 
or the objects around?

3 how does the mocap computer program “know” what it is 
looking at?

4 Why does a motion-capture actor stand like a T before and 
after each shot?

5 Why do mocap actors working on computer games perform 
hundreds of short actions instead of acting out whole scenes?

6 how do animators turn the “cloud of dots” into an animated 
character?

7 What mocap-animated characters are mentioned in 
the article?

Discuss
•	 What films have you seen that (probably or definitely) used 

mocap? 

•	 With a partner, make a list of nonhuman movie characters. 
Which do you think were made using mocap? use the internet 
to check your list. Were you right? Were there any surprises?

•	 at the end of Pixar’s Ratatouille, a note says that it was 
“100% genuine animation! No motion capture.” Why do you 
think they said this? What do you think are the good and bad 
things about using mocap vs hand animation?

arTicleS

Brainy Birds  
czech edition – p. 5, Slovak edition – p. 18

The Magical Science of Mocap  

czech edition pp. 18–19
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Listen to two parents, rupert and Judy, talking about chocolate easter eggs. 

TaSK 1
What kind of eggs did the family members get? Fill in the missing information.

EggS FoR ThE kidS

one was shaped like __________________________________ and had __________________________________ inside.

The other one had _______________________________ on the box and mini _______________________________ inside.

Egg FoR Judy

it had __________________________________ on it and __________________________________ inside.

Egg FoR RuPERT

it was __________________________________ and had __________________________________ inside.

TaSK 2
What easter-themes puns (= plays on words) does rupert make?

__________________________________

__________________________________

__________________________________

Bonus task 
Can you make any other puns similar to rupert’s?

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

LiSTEning ComPREhEnSionT

LiSTEning ComPREhEnSionT

Listen to two people, ernest and Julius, talking about society and services.  
Decide if the following sentences are true (T) or false (F).
 T F
1 Julius has just returned from a journey through time.  ................................................   

2 Julius is happy to be back because he can use cheap trams and buses.  ...............   

3 Julius thinks that people who work in services in the uK are more helpful.  ........   

4 Julius never likes going to the bank. ....................................................................................   

5 ernest believes that the uK is not very corrupt.  .............................................................   

6 in the uK, corrupt officials always go to prison.  .............................................................   

7 ernest thinks that corruption is worse than robbery . ..................................................   

8 ernest asks Julius what he thinks about the price of beer.  ........................................   

liSTeNiNg

Back in Britain cd Track 10, maturita card

Eggs in the UK cd Track 5, p. 6
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arctic Monkeys used the poem by John 
Cooper Clarke but adapted it for their 
song, adding a chorus and changing 
some lines. Listen to the song and find 
the differences.

“I Wanna Be Yours” 
by John Cooper Clarke

i wanna be your vacuum cleaner

breathing in your dust

i wanna be your Ford cortina

i will never rust

if you like your coffee hot

let me be your coffee pot

You call the shots

i wanna be yours

Chorus:

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

__________________________

i wanna be your electric meter

i will not run out

i wanna be the electric heater

you’ll get cold without

i wanna be your setting lotion

hold your hair in deep devotion

deep as the deep atlantic ocean

that’s how deep is my devotion

“Molly Malone” is one of the most popular irish folk songs and one of 
the best-known songs about Dublin. (There is even a statue of Molly, the main 
character of the song, in Dublin.) With the help of the hints, try to add the missing 
words to the lyrics below. Then listen to the song to check your answers.

in dublin’s fair 1 ________________ (town) 
Where the 2 ________________ (young women) are so 3 ________________ 
(beautiful) 
i first set my 4 ________________ on sweet molly malone (what you see with) 
She wheeled her wheelbarrow 
Through streets broad and narrow 
crying cockles and mussels, alive, alive oh!

Chorus:
alive, alive oh! alive, alive oh! 
crying cockles and mussels, alive, alive oh! 
 
She was a fishmonger 
and sure ’twas no 5 ________________ (surprise) 
For so were her 6 ________________ and 7 ________________ before 
(parents) 
They 8 ________________ wheeled their barrow (referring to two people) 
Through streets broad and narrow 
crying cockles and mussels, alive, alive oh!

Chorus

She died of a 9 ________________ (illness with a high temperature) 
and no one could 10 ________________ her (help, rescue) 
and that was the 11 ________________ of sweet molly malone (final thing, 
death) 
But her 12 ________________ wheels her barrow (spirit of a person 
who died) 
Through streets broad and narrow 
crying cockles and mussels, alive, alive oh! 

Chorus

Glossary
wheelbarrow – a small cart with one wheel, used for transporting things
cockles and mussels – two popular types of edible shellfish
fishmonger – a person selling fish and other seafood
’twas – it was

VoCAbuLARy PRACTiCET
LiSTEning ComPREhEnSionT

“I Wanna Be Yours” 
by arctic Monkeys  
cd Track 24 pp. 12–13

“Molly Malone” by The Blarney Lads  
cd Track 25, pp. 14–15

Glossary
electric meter – a box that supplies electricity to 

a flat when you put money in it 
to run out – to use something up (in this case, 

the money keeping the electricity on)
setting lotion – substance you apply to slightly wet 

hair before you shape it, to make the hair keep 
its shape longer

devotion – loyalty and love for somebody
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This song, written for the film The Greatest Showman, won the 2017 Golden 
Globe award for Best Original Song and has been nominated for the academy 
award for Best Original Song.

read the lyrics and try to choose the correct phrase from each pair. Then listen 
to the song and check your answers.

i’m not a stranger to the dark / park 
hide away, they say 
‘cause we don’t want your broken starts / parts 
i’ve learned to be ashamed of all my cars / scars 
run away, they say 
No one will love / have you as you are 

Chorus:
But i won’t let them break / take me down to dust 
i know that there’s a place / space for us 
For we are victorious / glorious 
When the sharpest / shameful words wanna cut me down 
i’m gonna send a flood, gonna drown them out 
i am brave, i am bright / bruised 
i am who i’m meant / sent to be, this is me 
look out ’cause here i come 
and i’m marching on to the street I’m from / beat I drum 
i’m not scared to be seen / a queen 
i make no apologies / play no tricks, this is me 
 
another round of bullets hits my chin / skin 
Well, fire away ’cause today / on Monday, i won’t let the shame sink in 
We are bursting through the barricades 
and reaching for the sun / gun (we are warriors) 
Yeah, that’s what we’ve become / we believe 
 
Chorus 

and i know that i deserve / dislike your love 
There’s everything / nothing i’m not worthy of 

Chorus

Bonus task 
What do you think is the message of the song?

SoluTioNS From 
The magaZiNe
St Patrick’s day Quiz czech edition – p. 7
True colours: c, in the Streets: B, The record-Breaking Shamrock: 
a, The green river: B, ireland in the caribbean: c

maturita – Listening czech edition – p. 10
1F, 2F, 3T, 4F, 5F, 6T, 7T, 8F

maturita – Writing czech edition – p. 10
1 organised, 2 took, 3 played, 4 follow, 5 looking for, 6 found, 
7 make

Reading b1 Slovak edition – p. 10
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

Reading b2 Slovak edition – p. 11
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

mind benders czech edition – p. 11,  Slovak 
edition – p. 18
Finbar, gold, shamrock
a rash of good luck (play on the word rash: small red spots on 
the skin + a lot of sth in a short time)

Shakespeare’s Corner czech edition – 
p. 11,  Slovak edition – p. 18
guess the meaning: B

SoluTioNS From The TF
brainy birds
1l, 2F+l, 3P, 4F+l+P, 5l+P, 6F, 7P, 8F

The magical Science of mocap
(note: check for understanding of the principle, not for wording.): 
1 The camera only films the reflective balls. 
2 red lights make the dots shine very bright red. Filters stop all 
other colours of light. 
3 it measures the fixed distances between dots (i.e. the distances 
that always stay the same, such as the distance between elbow 
and wrist). 
4 So the computer program can check the distances between all 
the dots and make sure they still match the model. 
5 So that each movement can be connected to another 
depending on what the gamer wants to do. 
6 animators attach the dots to a 3d model in the computer. This 
model, or puppet, then moves according to the mocap actor’s 
movements. The rest of the character is added afterwards.
7 Neytiri in Avatar, hulk in the Avengers movies, tap-dancing 
penguins in Happy Feet, Smaug in The Hobbit.

back in britain 
1F, 2F, 3T, 4F, 5F, 6F, 7T, 8F

Eggs in the uk 
TASk 1
kids: darth Vader’s head + chocolate buttons; chickens + 
chocolate bars
Judy: flowers + marshmallows
Rupert: motorbike-themed + truffles

TASk 2
eggciting: egg + exciting
eggstreme: egg + extreme
eggspect: egg + expect

bonuS TASk: you can use any words beginning with ex–, for 
instance eggzam (exam), eggzample (example), eggception 
(exception), eggschange (exchange), eggscuse (excuse), 
eggsercise (exercise), eggzistence (existence), eggspensive 
(expensive), eggspert (expert), eggsplode (explode), eggsplore 
(explore) etc.

“i Wanna be yours” 
see the lyrics in TF – recording Scripts (the different parts are 
bolded)

“molly malone” 
1 city, 2 girls, 3 pretty, 4 eyes, 5 wonder, 6 father, 7 mother, 8 both, 
9 fever, 10 save, 11 end, 12 ghost

“This is me” 
dark, parts, scars, love, break, place, glorious, sharpest, bruised, 
meant, beat i drum, seen, make no apologies, skin, today, sun, 
we’ve become, deserve, nothing

bonuS TASk: be yourself, don’t be ashamed, don’t let others put 
you down, have trust in yourself, be strong…

LiSTEning ComPREhEnSionT

“This Is Me” by Keala Settle cd Track 26 pp. 16–17
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